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ABSTRACT 

The co-disposal of densified sludge and wastepaper in a co-current flow packed 
bed gasifier represents new application of the thermal gasification process. 
Advantages of this technolo

a
gy include lower costs than other incineration or pyrolysis 

technologies, simple construction and operation, and the ability to a variety of 
fuels including agricultural wastes and other b.iomass materials in additio

use
n to densified 

sludge and wastepaper. 

The disposal of sewage sludge and ωlid wastes in an economic and environmentally 

acceptable manner is a problem common to many communities. The co-d isposal of 

sludge and wastepaper in a common facility is a potentialωlution to both of these 

problems. The feasibility of the gasification process for the co-d isposal of densified 

sludge andωurce separated wastepaper is examined in this review. 

THE GASIFICATION PROCESS 

The gasification of densified sludge and wastewater , a detailed description of a 

downdraft gasifier, and the important operating parameters that affect the gasification 

process are reviewed in this section. 

Gasification of Densified Sludge and Wastepaper 

Gasification involves the partial combustion of a carbonaceous fuel to generate 

a combustible gas (producer gas) containing carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and some 
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hydrocarbon gases, and a char rich in carbon. A process flow diagram for a complete 

sludge and wastepaper gasification system is shown in Figure 1. The key elements 

of the system are: fuel processing, gasification, and gas utilization. 

To gasify sludge and wastepaper in a downdraft gasifier, fuel processing is 

required. A suitable gasifier fuel can be made from source separated wastepaper, 

sludge, and. woodchips by shredding, mixing, and densifying the fuel components. A 

densification system operated by the Papakube Corporation of San Diego, California 

was utilized to produce sludge/wastepaper fuels. The Papakube densification system 

includes an integral shredder, a metering system that allows moistening of the fuel

的 the optimum moisture content, and a modified agricultural feed cubero The 

producer gas can either be used to power an internal combustion engine to generate 

power or as a fuel for a boiler. 

Description of Downdraft Gjlsifier 

Developed originally to reduce the quantities of tar in the producer gas, a 

downdraft gasifier typically is composed of three subassemblies: 1) a fuel hopper, 

2) a firebox, and 3) a charpit. Fuel flow in downdraft gasifiers is by gravity with 

air and fuel moving co-currently through the reactor. The University of Ca lifornia, 

Department of Civil Engineering pilot scale batch-fed downdraft gasifier is shown 

in Figure 2a. 

The fuel hopper is constructed as double wall cylinder. The double wall acts 

as a condensor to remove the water vapor from the fuel prior to gasification. The 

inner cylinder is in the form of a truncated cone to reduce the tendency for fuel 

bridging. 

The firebox is alωa double walled cylinder. The inner cylinder is the actual 

firebox. Ai r is supplied by four tubes to the annular space between the walls which

兒rves as an air plenum to distribute air evenly to the six tuyeres (air nozzles) that 

supply air for partial combustion of the fue l. The choke plate is essentially a large 
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or ifice wh im 記rves as a constr iction in the gasifier firebox , and is used to concentrate

both the fuel and gas, creating very high temperatures necessary to thermally crack

tars. 

A rotating eccentric grate is located in the char pit immediately below the

choke plate. The ~.grate supports the fuel bed and allows passage of char and gas

into the char pit. Producer gas is drawn off continuously through a pipe manifold

∞ the side of the gasifier. A continuous screw auger is used to convey char from

the char pit to a large char storage container. The design of the grate is specific

to the fuel and operating characteristics of the gasifier. 

Important Gasification Proce臼Operatin~ Parameters 

Three operating parameters directly affect the gasification process. J11ey are

1) the fuel ash content, 2) the air input/gasification rate , and 3) the internal gasifier

tempera tures. 

Fuel Ash Content 

In addition to lowering the energy content of the fue l, fuel ash, upon reaching

its melting point in the gasifier and then cooling, forms slag. Excessive slag formation

in a downdra 丘 gasifier can block the flow of f田 1 and char through the gasifier and

thus halt the gasification process. 廿Ie tendency for slag formation is a function

of the reaction z∞e temperature , the composition of fuel ash, and the percentage

of fuel ash (8). To 'minimize sludge disposal costs, it would be ideal to gasify only

sludge in the downdra立 gasifier. But becau時 there is sufficient ash in the sludge

(between 25 and l的 percent) to cause disruptive slag formations in downdraft gasifie悶，

slag formation in the gasification of sludge can be inhibited by lowering the reactor

temperature and/or mixing additives with the sludge to lower the melting point.

Large reductions in the reactor temperature in a downdraft gasifier to inhibit

slag formation are not feasible for two reasons: 1) the energy content and qualitv

(with respect to tar vapor content) of the producer gas varies directly with the



reactor temperature; higher reactor temperatures producing a better and cleaner

gas; and 2) hot spo臼 will al ways be present around the air inlet nozzels of downdraft

gasifiers , causing slag to form below the nozzels. 

A change in the compositi∞ of the ash in the sludge can affect the melting

point of the ash. 'Based ∞ an elemental analysis of a sludge/wastepaper fuel, it

was found that the phase diagram shown in Figure 3 can be used to estima把 the

melting point of sludge/wastepaper fuels (17). (The solid triangle shown in Figure

3 is an estimate of the sludge/ was悟paper 臼h melting point, ab∞t 12500 C). If lime

(CaO) is added to the mixture , it can be seen from Figure 3 that the fuel 臼h

mel世ng point will be raised. (The additi∞ of lime would move the 切lid triangle

in Figure 3 towards the CaO angle, located at the lower left hand corner of Figure

3.) 

Vigil prop個ed the idea of controlling th~ slagging potential of sludge by adding

source separated wastepaper (a low ash fue l) to dewatered wastewater sludge (I 8). 

However in municipal sludge/wastepaper gasification systems, if all the wastepaper

generated in a community was collected ar吋 mixed with all the wastewater sludge

generated, the resultant fuel ash content would be about 8.2 percent dry basis (which 

has caused severe slagging in downdraft gasifiers). Therefore, to derive a useable

gasifier fuel from a mixture of wastewater sludge and source separated wastepaper

in a community gasification system, wood chips can be added to the mixture. Because

the ash content of wood chips is low (0.1-3.0 percent dry basis), a 

sludge! wastepaper!的CX:I chip fuel mixture can be gasified without disr叩tive slag 

formations. 

Air Input and Gasification Rate 

The air input rate is the most easily controlled operating parameter in the 

gasification proce岱﹒ In the absence of changes in the fuel composition ar世 gasifier

dimensions, the air input rate directly affects the gasification rate and the 

temperature in the gasifier reaction zone, and indirectly affects the producer gas

composition. 
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The specific gasification rate , defined as the gas output rate expre臼ed in ma品

。r volume terms divided by a characteristic gasifier area, is an operational parameter 

used to compare gasifiers of different size. It is advantageous to operate the gasifier 

at a high specific gasification rate. The most obvious advantage is that the cost 

of the gasifier is minimized. Al鉤， a gasifier operated at a high specific gasification 

rate will maintain a high reactor temperature which is necessary to main個in a 

producer gas of good quality. 

Internal Gasifier Temperatures 

The temperature reached in the reaction zone of the gasifier influence greatly 

ail aspects of the gasifier performance. High internal gasifier temperatures affect 

the process in several ways: 1) tars, higher hydrocarbons and other products of fuel 

distillation are thermally cracked to non-condensible hydrocarbons in the hearth zone 

of the gasifier (see Figure 2b), 2) the chemical equilibrium for the formation of CO 

and H2 is favored by high temperatures, and 3) the tendency for the formation of 

slag is affected greatly by the internal gasifier temperature. 

DEVELOPMENT STATUS 

To investigate the gasification of densified sludge and wastepaper, a pilot scale

皂的ification system was designed and constructed. The operating system consists of 

three component parts: 1) the batch fed downdraft gasifier, 2) the data acquisition 

hardware, and 3) the producer gas burner. A complete description of the experimental 

gasification system may be found in Reference 17. 

To demonstrate the gasification process and evaluate air pollution emissions, a 

broad range of fuels have been tested with the gasifier. Fuels tested include 

agricultural residue, densified wastepaper, and densified wastepaper and sludge 

mixtures containing up to 25 percent sludge by weight. The sludge fuels were made 

from mixtures of lagoon-dried primary and secondary sludge and from recycled 



newsprint (in fuU scale systems a mixed paper fraction of solid waste could be used).

Mixtures were densified u~ng commercia l1y available equipment.

包Jmmary of Research Fl!ldings

A summary of research findings dealing with preparation of densified fuel, 

maximum fuel ash ~ontent， specific gasification rate, gasification process efficiencies,

and air po J). ution emissions is presented below.

Preparation of Densified Fuel

It has been possible to develop a densified fuel fromωurce separated wastepaper 

and treatment plant sludge using the Papakube densification system. Bulk densities 

3of the sludge/wastepaper fuels ranged from 2&件 t。 595kg/rn(17.7t。 37.l b/ft3). 

The highest fuel bulk densities are associated with the largest fraction of sludge, 

which may be taken as an indication 的at the sludge acts as a binder for the 

wastepaper during the densification proce .ss. The physical integrity of the 

sludge/wastepaper fuel cubes was dependent on the moisture and sludge contents of 

the mixture. It was found that sludge/wastepaper cubes of the highest physical 

integrity were made when the moisture content of the mixture was about 20 percent 

(wet basis). The physical integrity of the sludge/wastepaper cubes alωdepended

directly on the sludge content of the sludge/wastepaper mixture (over the range of 

mixtures tested). 

Maximum Fuel Ash .Content 

To date , a fuel with an ash content of 4.85 percent is the highest tested without 

significant slag formation. Severe stagging occured in the gasifier with a fuel having 

an ash content of 8.5 percent. Although the addition of lime to the fuel may 

eliminateωme slagging in the high ash fuels, a more conservative fuel ash content 

of 5 percent (dry basis) can be used as a design number until more experience with 

full scale sludge/wastepaper gasification systems is obtained. 



勾>ecific Gasifiαtion Rate 

The highest specific gasification rate obtained with sludge /w astepaper fuels was 

9500 cubic meters of producer gas (OoC, 1 atm) per hour per square meter of choke 

plate opening area (9500 3h 2 m..../hr·m L

). 甘'l is rate is close to the maximum value of 

10,000 3 ,. 2m..../hr·m L 
r~ported by Kaupp et ale (&) for small downdraft gasifiers fueled 

with wood. 

Gasificati∞Pro臼ss Efficiencies 

Temperature , pressure , and process rate data were taken during each 

experimental gasifier run. These data and the results of gas, fuel, and char analyses 

were used to compute energy balances and process efficiencies. Gasifier proce臼

efficiency data from the gasification of a densifled sludge/wastepaper f晦 1 at various 

air input rates are reported in Table 1. The lONer heating value of the producer 

gas generated from the gasification of sludgeAv astepaper fuel, reported in Table 1, 
3

varied between 5.12 and 5.76 MJ/m..... Comparable values for sludge digester gas 

3and natural gas are about 22 and 36 MJ/m respectively. 

Air Pollution Emissions 

Air pollution emission tests were conducted on combusted producer gas over a 

series of four gasifier runs. Particle emissions were determined using EPA Reference 

Method 5 and SO..... emission concentration was determined with a modified EPA2 

Reference Method 6. Concentrations of NO.. and non -condensible hydroc缸bons were x 

measured using gas analyzers. 甘1e results of these tests can be summarized as 

follow s: 1) Federal particle emissions standards for incinerators were met without

甘1e use of flue gas clean--up equipment, 2)concentrations of NOX varied between 

60 and 115 ppm, 3) non-condensible hydrocarbon concentrations, based ∞ hexane，

were usually belω1 ppm，的 concentrations of S02 ranged from 0.037 to 0.09& 

grams per dry cubic meter. 



Table 1 

GASIFIER PROCESS EFFICIENCIES FOR A 
SLUDGE/WASTEPAPER FUELa 

Process efficiencies, 
percent of net energy input 

Air input rate, 
3/-b,c Cold gas Olar Gas sensible heat 

πl/mm

2.02 62 13 1 年

1.99 6件 12 l斗

2.1 件 65 10 13 

a Fuel character istics: ash content = 4.5 percent dry 
basis , moisture content = 9.6 percent wet basis, higher 
heating value (dry fue l) = 16.4 MJ /kg, mixture is 20 
percent sludge 甸的 percent so lids) and 80 percent 
wastepaper (@ moisture content = 10 percent, wet basis)
。n a wet basis. 

b Air at 20°C and 1 atmosphere. 

c Gasifier internal diameter = O.457m, choke plate orifice 
diameter = O.I78m. 



Full Scale Gasifier Systems 

At present there are no full scale gasifier systems operating with 

sludge/wastepaper fL削s. To acquire a full scale gasifier system that can be used

的 a small communi旬， commercially available gasifier systems originally designed to 

opera峙。n wood ft蛤Is may be purchased and modified or a gasification system 

specially designed for sludge /w astepaper gasification may be designed and 

manufactured. The integrated gasification system described in this paper is available 

for licensing from the University of California Board of Patents. 

Commercially Available Gasifier Systems 

Kjellstrom (9)reports that there are two companies that manufacture complete 

wood gasifi臼tion systems in the 100 to 1000 kW range. They are: Inbert Energitechnik 

Gmbh (6), and Moteurs Duvant (11). Reed (1 5) has developed a directory for air 

biomass gasification systems, both commercial and research. None of the 

commercially available gasifier sy泣ems are designed for sludge gasification. 

D自ign of Sludge/Wastepaper Gasification System for Small Cornmw泌的

Important σiteria for a small community gasification system are 的at it must 

be low in capital cost and simple to operate and maintain. A gasifier system that 

is designed to operate only a fraction of the day can be utilized to sell peak or 

partial peak peJ.N er ,to the local pow er comp叩y. Final旬， highly automated gasi到er

systems are not needed in small communities because of the availability of relatively 

cheap, unskilled labor. 

If a gasifier/engine/generator sy到em is u記d to generate elec甘icity from 

sludge /w astepaper fuels it is recommended that: 1) the gasifier/engine/generator 

sy到em be located at the local wastewrater 甘eatment plant, 2) a downdraft gasifier 

be used because of its ability to generate a producer gas low in tar vapor , and 3) 

the gasification system be operated in a batch mode rather than in a continuous 

mode. 



TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION 

In what follows , gasifier technology is examined with respect to process theory, 

process capabilities, design considerations, energy analysis, operation and maintenance 

requirements , and costs. 

Process 甘leory

Gasification of carb∞aceous fue 15 results in the production of a combustible 

gas known as producer gas, low-BTU gas, or low energy gas. The gas typically 

contains 10% CO2, 20% CO, 15% H2, and 2% CH4 with the balance of the gas 

being N2.

他的。wn in Fi伊re 芯， four reaction zones are formed in the gasifier. In the 

hearth zone partial combustion reactions predominate. Heat from these reactions 

causes pyrolysis reactions to occur in the distillation zone and fuel drying in the 

drying zone. Endothermic and exothermic w.ater shift reactions, which produce CO 

and H2, occur primar ily in the r吋uction zone. The methane found in 甘1e producer 

gas results, primarily, from pyrolysis reactions and thermal cracking, and to a lesser 

extent exothermic methane reactions. The principal reactions that occur during 

gasifi也tion process are: 

C + 02 .. CO2 + 3.93.8 MJ/kg-mol exothermic [1] 

C + H20 w CO + H2 - 13 1.4 MJ /kg-mol endothermic [21 

C + CO2 .. -2CO - 172.6 MJ/kg-mol endothermic [3} 

C + 2HZ 
B CH4 + 75.0 MJ /kg-mol exothermic [叫

CO + H20 ‘ 俱 CO2 + H2 +年 1.2 MJ/kg-mol exothermic [雪1

The heat to sustain the process is derived from the exothermic reactions while the 

combustible components of the producer gas are primarily generated by the 

endothermic reactions. The probable locations where these reactions occur within 

the gasifier are identified in Figure 2b. 



The above reactions are essentially the same as those that occur in the hearth

chamber of the 9:) called "pyrolytic" or "starved air" incinerations (e.g., Consumat

or Kelly type modular incinerators). Although the reaction kinetics of the gasification

process are quite complex and stH• the subject of considerable debate, the operation

of air blONn, downdraft gasifiers of the type used in this research is straightforward.

的 in-depth disωssion of gasification theory and reaction kinetics may be found in

References 4, 13, and 14. 

Capabilities and Limitations of Dow ndraft Gasification 

η1e capabilities and limitations of downdraft gasification are technical, economic,

and si te specific. 

Capabilities 

The most important attribute of a downdraft gasifier is its ability to produce

a relatively clean combustible gas from solid fuels. Thus, producer gas can be used

to generate shaft horsepower using an internal combustion engine or gas turbine.

Gasifiers coupled directly to a boiler (close-coupled gasifiers) can be used 1:0 generate

process heat at thermal efficiencies up to 85 percent (1 5). Gasifiers can also be

used 1:0 convert existing oil/gas boiler systems to close-coupled gasifier systems,

replacing expensive oil and gas fuels with inexpensive soil fuels (1 5). If pure oxygen

(as opposed to air) is used as the oxidant in tt可e gasification process, the product

gas (called town gas) can be used in the synthesis of fuels and ammonia.

。σON ndraft gasifiers are simple and inexpensive to cons趴Jct and can be scaled

也wn easily. Large amounts of fuel can be gasified by operating several small

gasifiers in paralle l. In ωme cases, char , a by-product of dow ndraft gasification,

can be used as a substitute for ∞mmercial podered activated carbα1， which is u記d

in water treatment (2, 17). 

Limitations 

The most fundamental limitations of dow ndraft gasification deal with the fuel. 

The fuel requiremen包 are: 1) fuel moisture content Ie泊的an 20 percent, 2) fuel



ash content less than 5 percent, 3) uniform fuel grain size, and 4) a sufficient density 

to permit liON by gravity. 

Although downdraft gasifiers are originally designed to produce tar free gas, in 

practiceωme tars are alw ays present in the producer gas. Because tars can foul 

boilers and coat thFinternai mechanisms of internal combustion engines, tars must 

be removed from the producer gas. The removal of tars from producer gas is one 

of the most common and difficult problems encountered in downdraft gasification. 

Thus , producer gas clean-up equipment is required for most gasifier applications. 

Because of its ION heating value, it is not economical to store or 甘ansport producer 

gas. Therefore, producer gas should be used onsite. 

Desi館"\ Considerations 

Three critical areas of downdraft gasifier design involve 1) the internal gasifier 

dimensions (firebox diameter, length of reduction zone , choke pIa世 orifice diameter), 

2) the design of the grate , and 3) the method of air injection. Though designs from 

wood gasifiers can be used as a starting point, it must be emphasized that all aspects 

of the gasification system must be designed around the fuel to be utilized and the 

operating conditi∞ of t憎恨si且er.

Ener~ Analysis 

Sludge/wastepaper fuels can be converted to electricity at a gross energy 

efficiency of about 21 percent. Fuel processing and internal gasi益er energy 

requirements are approximately 3 percent of the energy input, resulting in a net 

efficiency of 18 percent. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Because there are no full scale sludge/wastepaper gasification plants in operation, 

it is difficult to give precise estimates of the operation and maintenance costs 

(O&M). For wood gasification plants of 50 kW or greater, operation ωsts have 回en

estimated to be 5.3 hours of labor per 1000 hours of full pOW' er operation per kllcw att 

of output (9). 



Capital Costs 

Capital cost for gasification systems are usually based on electric power output. 

Installed costs for w 。“ gasificati∞ po.v er plan臼 V前y from $750/kW for a batch 

fed unit to $1500/kW for a fully automated unit. 甘啥時 costs do not include fuel 

processing. Estimates of f問 I processing costs for a sludge/wastepaper gasification 

system vary between 怯 and 80 dollars per wet tonne of fuel. Fuel processing costs 

include was世pap前 processing， purcha峙。f wood chips, sludge dew a tering, and 

mixing/shredding/densification of the fuel mixture. 

COMPARISON WITH EQUIVALENT TECHNOLOGIES 

There is no equivalent technology to the gasification of sludge and wastepaper 

as described in this paper. Although sludge and refu提 derived fuel (RDF) were 

experimentally gasified in the PUROX pyrolysis system (3,10) and in a modified 

multiple hearth furnace operating in the "starved air" mode, neither proce臼 has been 

commerciali zed. Both processes were designed for larger communities with 

populations greater than 100,000. 

Cost 

To estimate the total cost of sludge disposal a詣。dated with a sludge f,v aste paper 

gasification system, a detailed economic analysis was performed in Reference 16. 

The sensitivity of sludge/wastepaper gasification system costs to the cost of w∞d

chips and to the resale value of pow er is shαNn in Figure 仇 These costs were 

calculated for a community size of 50,000. Further , it was assumed that ♀o percent 

of the total wastepaper collected in the community is mixed with both the sludge 

and wood chips to form the gasifier fuel. The costs were indexed to an Engineering 

News Record Construction Cost value of 3610. 

Based on the results pre記n ted in Figure 件， it is clear that the resale value of 

electricity and the cost of W oodchips influence greatly the economic viability of 

sludge/wastepaper gasification systems. However , becau記 both the resale value of 
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electricity and the cost of woodchips influence greatly the economic viability of 

sludge/was世paper gasification systems. However, because both the resale value of 

elec甘 icity and the cost of woodchips are highly si te specific, it is difflcul t and 

inacωrate to conclude anything about the economic feasibility of gasificati∞ over

large areas. Rather, each community must be considered individually. A range of 

resale valu~s of electricity would probably be between o.的 and 0.10 $/kWh in most 

areas of the country. Therefore, according to the results presented in Figure 4, the 

economic feasibility of sludge/wastepaper gasification ranges from unprofitable t，。

marginally profitable. 

Performance 剖吋 Reliability

Until more development work has been done and a prototype sy泣em bull t , the 

reliability of a full size system cannot be estimated. However the laboratory scale 

unit described in this paper has proven itself to be reliable in over about 150+ hours 

of operation. Because over 100,000 automotive wood fueled gasifiers were operated 

during World War II it can be assumed that gasifiers are reliable and easy to repair. 

The operati∞ of downdraft gasifiers is reliable when operated by experienced 

personnel and with a relatively uniform fuel compositi∞. The densification and fuel 

processing equipment is based on commercially available a呂ricultural equipment which 

has proven to be ex甘emely reliable. Thus it can be assumed that a fuH scale sludge 

gasifier system would tend to be as reliable as the basic components. 

Environmen祖1 Benefit 

Sludge/wastepaper gasificati∞ has 切me environmental advantage over 

conventional sludge combustion technologies. Based ∞ estimated uncontrolled 

emissions from multiple hearth incinerators burning sludge and refuse, rep前ted in 

Reference 12, and sludge/wastepaper gasification resul ts reported in Reference 17, 

the following conclusions can be drawn. First , uncontrolled particle and hydrocarbon 

emissions from the sludge/wastepaper gasification system are significantly lower than 

those reported for sludge/refuse multiple hearth incineration. Second, uncontrolled 



S02 emissions from the gasification of sludge/wastepaper are approximately equal 

to estimated values for sludge/refuse multiple hearth incineration. Third, uncontrolled 

NOx emissions from the sludge/wastepaper gasificati。n system are 2t。 3times

higher than the estimated values for sludge/refuse multiple hearth incineration. It 

must be noted that' during the operation of the sludge/wastepaper gasifier, no effort 

was made to modify furnace conditions to control emissions. Therefore, full scale 

sludge/wastepaper gasification systems should have ∞mparable or lower emissions 

than conventional incinerators. 

Toxic Mana~ement

The potential exists for the generation of small amounts of tar from the gas 

clean up train. This material could be reinjected into the gasifier for energy recovery 

and treatment. The fate of heavy metals is being determined in ongoing research. 

Joint Treatment Potential 

The gasification system is an integrated co-disposal system for small communities. 

It allows for the disposal of sludge, wastepaper, and agricultural some residues in a 

common system. 

NATIONAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

Because the sludge/wastepaper gasification process has not yet been 

commericalized its· national impact can only be speculated. As most wastewater 

treatment plants in the United States are small , the impact of the availabillty of 

a small scale thermal process for sludge management could be significant. The 

process would allow energy recovery from currently wasted resources, wastepaper 

and sludge. 

As in any new technology, there is risk 臼sodated with its adaption. However 

based on the experimental work to date it has been shown that if the fuel limitations 

with respect to moisture, ash content, and grain size are dealt with proper旬， gasifiers 

can be used with little or no risk. 



RECOMMENDAnONS 

The technical feasibility of operating a packed-bed gasifier with densified 

sludge/wastepaper mixtures has been demonstrated. Recommendations for further 

research and development and process modifications are as follows. 

Future Research 缸ld Development 

Before the sludge/wastepaper gasification process can be considered operational, 

however, several key issues must be addressed in future work. 

1. The optimum conditions for gasifier operation in terms of fuel consumpti。口，

air flow, gas quality, and efficiency need to be defined. These parameters 

are needed to develop loading factors and specifications for the design of 

full scale systems. 

2. Conditions causing slagging should be determined. Slag control measures 

such as steam or water injection, or continuous grate rotation should be 

investigated. 

3. The fate of heavy metals during the gasification proce臼 must be determined.

每. Mass emission rates and particle size distributions for particulates in the 

producer gas should be measured to provide data for the design of gas 

cleaning equipment. 

5. Emissi∞ da ta from engines, burners，缸1d boilers fueled with producer gas 

should be measured. Emissions should al叩 be analyzed for potentially toxic 

comp∞nds.

Pr仗e臼 Mωifications

Important modifications that may further improve the economic and technical 

feasibility of the gasification proce臼 are:

1. Development of a suction gasifier that can be operated with an open fuel 

J1c;W~4>

2. Development of slagging type gasifier for use with less optimum fuels. 



3. Development of a simple plug flow gasifier that would eliminate the need 

for a choke plate.

件. Development of gasifier that would operate with a fuel that requires less 

processing vis-a-vis the fuel cubes used in the UC Davis gasifier. 
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